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The advent of online platforms has been considered to be one of the most significant economic changes of the last decade, with their emergence reflecting a longer trend of increasing contingent work, labor market flexibility, and outsourcing work to independent contractors. In this article, we conceptualize the so-called gig economy along four dimensions, namely, online intermediation, independent contractors, paid tasks, and personal services. Using this framework, it is possible to derive both a narrow definition of the gig economy, as ex ante specified, paid tasks carried out by independent contractors mediated by online platforms, and broader definitions that include offline alongside online intermediation, employees alongside independent contractors, unpaid tasks alongside paid tasks, and asset sharing alongside performing gigs. The four dimensions also span four key regulatory questions: How should online platforms be classified and regulated; how should gig workers be classified and regulated; what should count as paid and unpaid work; and should we treat earnings from performing gigs differently than earnings from sharing assets?

We conclude that the positions taken on these regulatory issues are essentially contingent upon political choices and will determine how the gig economy evolves in the future.
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网络平台的出现已被视为过去十年里最显著的经济变化之一，它反映了一个有关零工增长、劳动力市场灵活性增加、以及更多工作外包给独立承包商的更长期的趋势。本文中，我们将所谓的零工经济从四个维度进行概念化：网络中介、独立承包商、付费任务和个人服务。通过使用这一框架，则有可能对零工经济进行狭义的定义，即上述提到的在网络平台的作用下由独立承包商开展的付费工作，而广义的定义则包括除网络中介之外的线下中介、除独立承包商之外的在职员工、除付费任务之外的非付费任务、以及除零工之外的资产共享。这四个维度也涵盖了四个关键的监管问题：网络平台应如何被归类和监管；零工人员应被如何归类和监管；付费和非付费工作的区别是什么；以及我们是否应把从零工中赚取的报酬与共享资产所获的报酬加以区分？我们的结论认为，对这些监管问题所持的立场取决于政治选择，且这些立场将决定未来零工经济的发展。
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El advenimiento de las plataformas en línea se ha considerado como uno de los cambios económicos más importantes de la última década, y su aparición refleja una tendencia más larga de aumentar el
trabajo contingente, la flexibilidad del mercado laboral y el trabajo de subcontratación a contratistas independientes. En este artículo, conceptualizamos la llamada economía del concierto en cuatro dimensiones: intermediación en línea, contratistas independientes, tareas remuneradas y servicios personales. Usando este marco, es posible derivar tanto una definición estrecha de la economía del concierto, como las tareas remuneradas especificadas ex ante, realizadas por contratistas independientes mediadas por plataformas en línea, y definiciones más amplias que incluyan la desconexión junto con la intermediación en línea, los empleados junto con los contratistas independientes, tareas no remuneradas junto con tareas pagas, y compartir activos junto con actuaciones. Las cuatro dimensiones también abarcan cuatro preguntas regulatorias clave: ¿Cómo se deben clasificar y regular las plataformas en línea? ¿Cómo deben clasificarse y regularse los trabajadores de concierto? lo que debe considerarse trabajo remunerado y no remunerado; ¿Deberíamos tratar las ganancias de realizar conciertos de manera diferente a las ganancias de compartir activos? Llegamos a la conclusión de que las posiciones tomadas en estos temas regulatorios dependen esencialmente de las elecciones políticas y determinarán cómo evolucionará la economía del concierto en el futuro.

PALABRAS CLAVE: economía de plataforma, economía de concierto, economía compartida, regulación, trabajo, paga

Introduction

The advent of online platforms has been considered to be one of the most significant economic changes of the last decade (Kenney & Zysman, 2016; Van Dijck et al., 2018). In the context of labor markets, online platforms are used to match the supply and demand of flexible labor. The emergence of such platforms reflects a longer trend of increasingly contingent work, labor market flexibility, and outsourcing of work to independent contractors (Estlund, 2018; Hyman, 2018; Stanford, 2017). Online platforms mediating flexible labor are generally classed under the term “gig economy” (De Stefano, 2015; Frenken & Schor, 2017). The best known of these gig economy firms is Uber—the media’s “poster boy” for everything deemed good or bad about work via online platforms. However, the rise of online platforms as intermediaries of supply and demand of flexible labor is by no means limited to the taxi sector. Odd jobs (e.g., TaskRabbit), cleaning (e.g., Helpling), care (e.g., care.com), food delivery (e.g., Deliveroo), and programming and translating (e.g., Upwork) are among the examples of services that are increasingly traded via online platforms.

Even though the amount of labor hired through online platforms is still at present small, there is a shared expectation that it will continue to grow; and it is expected to account for a significant part of the economy in the near future (De Stefano, 2015). Given these expectations, scholars, unions, and policymakers alike have taken a great interest in the phenomenon of the gig economy. In their debates, we have witnessed a proliferation of definitions and claims, which reflects the newness and complexity of the phenomenon at hand. However, the lack of an agreed conceptualization and analytical framework could hamper the accumulation of academic understanding of the gig economy, as well as the political deliberation processes regarding its regulation.

To offer an analytical framework for the rapidly increasing number of concepts and policy proposals on offer, we identify four dimensions along which the gig
economy has been distinguished from other parts of the economy. These dimensions include (i) online platform versus offline intermediation, (ii) independent contractor versus employee status, (iii) paid versus unpaid work, and (iv) provision of services versus goods. Taking the lowest common denominator of these four dimensions as a baseline, one can define the gig economy as the ensemble of ex ante specified, paid tasks carried out by independent contractors mediated by online platforms. Using this framework also allows us to consider a broader definition of the gig economy that includes a wider range of economic activities along each of the four dimensions, namely, intermediation by offline platforms alongside online platforms, employees alongside independent contractors, unpaid tasks alongside paid tasks, and goods rented out in the “sharing economy” alongside tasks carried out in the gig economy.

Our four-dimensional framework not only aims to clarify the fuzzy conceptual boundaries of the gig economy, it also points to the four essential directions for regulatory responses to societal concerns raised by its advent. Accordingly, the four pillars of our conceptual framework also map onto four substantial regulatory questions related to the gig economy, namely, (i) whether online platforms mediating the supply and demand for gigs should be regulated differently from offline intermediaries performing the same function, (ii) whether gig providers mediated by online platforms should be regulated differently from employees, (iii) whether paid gigs should be regulated differently from unpaid gigs, and (iv) whether providing gigs should be regulated differently from sharing goods. These regulatory issues are currently at the center of the debates surrounding the gig economy. Accordingly, we argue that the future development of the gig economy is essentially contingent upon political choices regarding the four regulatory challenges that follow from our framework.

The next section draws on the existing literature to introduce the four dimensions we use to conceptualize the gig economy. We then discuss the regulatory questions that follow from these four dimensions. The final section concludes that the future development of the gig economy will be chiefly determined politically, and that it will depend on the regulatory positions taken on the analytical dimensions we propose.

Conceptualizing the Gig Economy Along Four Dimensions

Despite the massive interest in the gig economy, a widely accepted definition is still lacking among academics, policymakers, and practitioners. Some scholars avoid a general definition, instead focusing on a specific platform (Birgillito & Birgillito, 2018; De Groen et al., 2016; Green et al., 2018; Hara et al., 2018) or a specific sector (Cramer & Krueger, 2016). Others refer to the gig economy as “digital labor markets” without further definition (Burtch et al., 2018; De Stefano, 2015; Eichhorst et al., 2017). And, when looking at scholars who provide clear-cut conceptualizations of what they regard as the gig economy, substantial differences remain (Healy et al., 2017; Kuhn & Maleki, 2017; Stewart & Stanford, 2017).

Definitions have immediate empirical implications. As some define the gig economy more narrowly and others more broadly, the size estimates of the gig economy differ substantially. Looking at the Netherlands, as an example, one
report estimates the size of the Dutch gig economy as involving 0.4 percent of the working population (Weel et al., 2018), while another estimates it to be 10.6 percent (Pesole et al., 2018) of the working population.

However, despite little agreement on how the gig economy should be conceptualized, it is possible to distil four dimensions along which definitions of the gig economy diverge between authors. As shown in Figure 1, they include (i) online platform versus offline intermediation; (ii) independent contractor versus employee status; (iii) paid versus unpaid work; and (iv) delivery of services versus versus goods. We elaborate on each of these four dimensions below.

**Online Platform Versus Offline Intermediation**

Most scholars see intermediation by online platforms, be it through an app or a website, as a key defining feature of the gig economy (e.g., Aguinis & Lawal, 2013; Stewart & Stanford, 2017; Wood et al., 2019). In this view, the advent of such online platforms has led to the advent of the gig economy. This view is also shared in the policy reports of individual countries, such as the United States (BLS, 2017), the United Kingdom (CIPD, 2017; Department for BEIS, 2018), Finland (Statistics Finland, 2017), Sweden (SOU, 2017), and the Netherlands (Weel et al., 2018), as well as for Europe as a whole (Pesole et al., 2018).

The logic of considering only platform-mediated work as belonging to the gig economy is based on two principal arguments. First, scholars who see online platforms as a defining feature of the gig economy tend to argue that the role of rating systems and algorithmic management fundamentally differentiates online platform intermediation from older forms of offline intermediation (temp agencies, telephone operators, offline bulletin boards, etc.) (De Stefano, 2015; Duggan et al., 2019;
Shapiro, 2018; Wood et al., 2019). Second, they see online platforms changing not only the technology used to mediate supply and demand but also the legal nature of relationships, replacing bilateral with trilateral relationships involving a worker, a requester, and the platform (Aloisi, 2015; De Stefano, 2015; Duggan et al., 2019).

Other scholars, however, do not consider online platform intermediation as a defining characteristic when conceptualizing the gig economy (Friedman, 2014; Kuhn, 2016; Stanford, 2017). Instead, they understand the gig economy as a more encompassing phenomenon that includes all flexible work arrangements of independent contractors, regardless of platform intermediation. Proponents of this broader conceptualization are often economists, who argue that the platform in itself does not fundamentally change the nature of the gigs that are carried out as ex ante specified, paid tasks (the taxi drive, the cleaning job, the programming task, etc.). The main economic effect of online platform mediation has been to lower transaction costs in the market for gigs, which does not necessarily mean that gigs mediated by online platforms should be conceptualized as a separate economic activity from those gigs that are not.

**Independent Contractor Versus Employee**

The second dimension on which definitions of the gig economy diverge is the nature of employment. Most studies emphasize that the supply of labor in the gig economy concerns “individuals,” “taskers,” “freelancers,” “self-employed,” “independent workers,” or “independent contractors” rather than employees (Friedman, 2014; Kuhn & Maleki, 2017; Meijerink & Keegan, 2019; Prassl & Risak, 2015). This “freelancing” aspect of the gig economy also entails work being organized into specific tasks upon which gig workers and requesters agree ex ante, that is, before completion of the task. Ex ante defined tasks are typically, but not necessarily, carried out by independent contractors rather than employees. The possibility of carrying out gigs as independent contractors or as employees leads Prassl and Risak (2015) to distinguish between internal and external gig work (or what they call “crowdwork”). In this context, internal work refers to gigs carried out by a company’s internal workforce and external work refers to those carried out by workers active on an online platform.

Those who consider only independent contractors to be part of the gig economy ignore the simple empirical fact that some online platforms, like Deliveroo, started off by employing their riders and only switched to using independent contractors later on (Zekic, 2019). Other platforms, such as Hilfr in Denmark, pioneered a hybrid model in 2019 where workers start with independent contractor status but can opt for employee status after 100 hours of work (Aloisi, 2019). And in Germany, platforms for delivery services, such as Lieferando, offer highly flexible employment contracts where riders are paid by the hour (including their waiting time).

A question at the center of contemporary legal debates is whether gig workers are to be considered independent contractors or employees (Aloisi, 2015; De Stefano, 2015; Prassl & Risak, 2015; Prassl, 2018; Taylor et al., 2017). The legal status of “independent contractor” implies a certain amount of autonomy, which may be questioned in this
case. While some platforms only act as a simple bulletin board for gigs, others are more actively involved in the transaction (including matching, contracting, and pricing) as well as the evaluation of a gig (through timing, ratings, and reviews)—which may, in turn, be fed back into the matching algorithm. The control that such platforms exert over workers casts doubt on the autonomy of workers and has in several court cases provided legal grounds for a reclassification of independent contractors as employees (De Stefano, 2015; Loffredo & Tufo, 2018; Prassl, 2018).

**Paid Versus Unpaid**

In accounts of the gig economy, most scholars explicitly focus on paid work (De Stefano, 2015; Kuhn & Galloway, 2019; Taylor et al., 2017). Hence, their notion of the gig economy refers to market transactions only and can thus be measured, for example, through bank transaction data (Farrell & Greig, 2016; Farrell et al., 2018). The focus on paid work is understandable as many investigate whether independent contractors mediated by online platforms should be considered to be employees (for which payment is a necessary condition; Aloisi, 2015; De Stefano, 2015; Healy et al., 2017), while others focus on questions related to financial matters, such as the minimum wage (Stanford, 2017) or tax issues (Thomas, 2017).

However, the focus on paid work as a defining criterion of the gig economy also raises questions. First, there is a substantial component of unpaid work associated with paid work in the gig economy. For example, waiting time for chauffeurs and couriers is not compensated if they have the status of an independent contractor. And, especially on platforms that organize digital services performed remotely (such as data entry, programming, translation, etc.), gig workers spend a lot of unpaid time searching for gigs (Berg, 2016; Wood et al., 2019). Regarding voluntary work, we also witness the advent of online platforms matching supply and demand of work. Distinguishing between ordinary, paid work to voluntary, unpaid work in this context is not a straightforward matter. Platforms may frame the work they mediate as voluntary while nevertheless suggesting financial compensation from the requester. And in some instances, such as Helpper in Belgium, the work is advertised with hourly pay rates, albeit ones that are below the minimum wage.

**Services Versus Goods**

The final conceptual issue concerns the question of whether the gig economy only includes individuals performing gigs by selling their own labor, or whether it should also include individuals who rent out their assets. Most authors agree that the gig economy should be restricted to labor transactions so as to differentiate labor platforms from capital platforms—where labor platforms refer to inter-mediation of ex ante specified tasks in the gig economy, and capital platforms refer to individuals who rent out their own consumer goods in what is known as the sharing economy (Duggan et al., 2019; Farrell & Greig, 2016; Frenken & Schor, 2017).
However, this seemingly clear-cut conceptual distinction is often not fully applicable, because sharing assets also involves some amount of labor (Frenken et al., 2019). For example, the tenant of accommodation rented through Airbnb also pays for reception and cleaning, which can be considered gigs (regardless of whether the homeowner or someone else carries out these tasks). In this sense, renting out an asset to a consumer can also be considered an ex ante specified task (just like a gig)—albeit a rather capital-intensive one. Following this view, some scholars place labor (gig) platforms and renting (sharing) platforms under the same conceptual umbrella (Healy et al., 2017; Schor, 2016), and some policy reports also include the sharing of assets in their analysis of the gig economy (CIPD, 2017; Pesole et al., 2018).

Narrower and Broader Definitions

The four dimensions we have identified in relation to the gig economy and its conceptualizations span a four-dimensional analytical framework. Following this framework, the lowest common denominator can serve as the narrowest baseline definition of the gig economy, as ex ante specified, paid tasks carried out by independent contractors mediated by online platforms. It also follows from our framework that broader definitions of the gig economy are conceivable, including intermediation by offline platforms alongside online platforms, employees alongside independent contractors, unpaid tasks alongside paid tasks, and goods rented out in the sharing economy alongside tasks carried out in the gig economy.

Regulatory Classification

Our discussion of the four dimensions of the gig economy makes clear that the concept of the gig economy has fuzzy boundaries. The proliferation of definitions both in academia and in policy documents can thus be understood as a manifestation of the difficulty of drawing sharp boundaries along each of these four dimensions. Our framework, then, is helpful in unraveling the sources of these conceptual divergences.

We can also use this four-dimensional framework to shed light on current debates regarding the institutionalization of the gig economy. These debates are centered on the distinctions between online platforms and offline intermediation, between independent contractors and employees, between paid and unpaid work, and between services and goods. The exact boundaries between these categories can be drawn differently in different countries and economic sectors. Consequently, just as we witness a plurality of conceptualizations of the gig economy, we also witness a plurality of institutionalization processes of the gig economy (Thelen, 2018; Uzunca et al., 2018).

More specifically, the four dimensions we have distilled from the conceptual debate surrounding the gig economy constitute an analytical scheme that allows us to systematically reflect on four current debates about regulatory classifications. These issues concern the following questions (i) how an online gig platform should be classified, (ii) how a gig worker should be classified, (iii) how we should deal
with unpaid and unpaid gigs, and (iv) how we should deal with rental services based on personal assets. We will discuss these four regulatory debates one by one, including their interdependencies.

**Online Platform Versus Offline Intermediation**

One of the major differences between online platforms and older forms of intermediation in traditional labor markets consists in the radically new way that intermediation is performed, namely through algorithms, reviews, Global Positioning System, and electronic payment systems. It is the novel way in which online platforms match supply and demand that have raised platform-specific regulatory issues, including algorithmic discrimination, privacy, and the lack of transparency (Helberger et al., 2018; Van Dijck et al., 2018). These concerns lead to a range of new regulatory challenges, not just for gig economy platforms, but also for online platforms more generally (including second-hand marketplaces, search engines, and social media), which are beyond the scope of the current article.

In the context of the gig economy, the key issue at hand is the classification of an online platform. Gig economy platforms generally present themselves as online intermediation services or “technology companies.” Under prevailing e-commerce law in Europe and the United States, such platforms cannot be held liable for the actions of their gig workers (except in very specific circumstances) (Cauffman & Smits, 2016; Helberger et al., 2018). This has also been the starting point for the European Commission in its reflections on online labor platforms (European Commission, 2016).

However, sectoral regulations may apply to online platforms, to the extent that they perform similar intermediation functions as “offline platforms.” No example could better demonstrate this conundrum than the case of Uber and the way it has been regulated on both sides of the Atlantic (Thelen, 2018). Uber’s launch in the United States was characterized by an aggressive marketing campaign to rapidly increase its network and legitimize its operations. At that point, Uber was in direct conflict with the established regulatory systems for taxi services in many U.S. cities, which operated on the basis of a fixed number of licenses (medallions). Instead of backing down in response to the regulatory backlash, Uber branded itself as an agent of “positive disruption” in a monopolistic market and used its growing user base as a tool to advocate and promote its business model to policymakers. The success of Uber (and of similar platforms) led many politicians to adopt this narrative, and to develop a whole new regulatory category, branding them as “network transportation companies” (Thelen, 2018). Europe, on the contrary, followed a different regulatory approach, rejecting Uber’s claim of “positive disruption” and forcing the company to adapt its model to the existing regulatory framework. Although the process evolved somewhat differently between countries (Pelzer et al., 2019; Thelen, 2018; Uzunca et al., 2018), the common trend across Europe has been that Uber phased out its UberPOP service with unlicensed drivers and moved instead to a license-only model across Europe, accepting on their platform only drivers with a taxi license. This trend was reinforced in December 2017, when the
European Court of Justice ruled against Uber by classifying it as a transportation company, which further settled the debate at the European level (Curia, 2017).

The above example is telling with regard to how regulators choose to deal with the platform aspect of the gig economy. While in the case of the United States the use of the platform was politically considered an innovation, which effectively set Uber (and similar firms) apart from the taxi market, resulting in a new, tailor-made regulatory framework, the very same innovation was classified as a transportation service in Europe. At the heart of this controversy is the question of whether an online platform, as an innovation, creates a new market or whether it rather disrupts an existing one (Prassl, 2018). Advocates of the former view make a case for a kind of “technological exceptionalism” or “digital distinctiveness” of the gig economy, while those supporting the latter view question the true novelty of the online platform. The answer to the question of whether the gig economy should be regulated separately (as a platform business) or within the existing legal framework (developed for “offline businesses”) is not self-evident. As a consequence, the regulatory response is not straightforward but rather contingent upon political choices and local contexts.

Independent Contractor Versus Employee

Across Europe, the employment status of gig workers is probably the most central topic in the public debate of the gig economy (Aloisi, 2015; De Stefano, 2015; Florisson & Mandl, 2018). As different employment statuses directly translate into different forms of social protection, working conditions, and representation of workers, the legal term used to describe gig workers in each country has direct effects on their rights and obligations. Furthermore, it has broader implications in the field of competition law and taxation (International Labour Organisation, 2013).

The transformation of the working relationship from bilateral to trilateral inescapably raises the question of whether gig workers should be classified as employees (Prassl & Risak, 2015). Traditionally, work relationships have been bilateral, be it between a requester and an independent contractor or between an employer and an employee. In the case of intermediation by platforms, however, this bilateral relationship develops into a trilateral work agreement between the work requester, the platform, and the gig worker. In the transaction process between the requester and the gig worker, both parties also establish a contract with the platform providing the online services that the two parties use to realize that same transaction. This, in turn, blurs the boundaries between the traditional concept of employee and independent contractor (Duggan et al., 2019; Loffredo & Tufo, 2018; Prassl & Risak, 2015).

The “EU Treaties” (Treaty of the European Union and the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union) fail to provide a uniform definition of what constitutes a “worker,” beyond the scope of the freedom of movement (De Stefano & Aloisi, 2018). Subsequently, the European Court of Justice developed its own definition of the concept of “employee,” which is also adopted by the Commission to describe who qualifies as such within the “collaborative economy” (European Commission, 2016). According to this definition, an employment relationship exists when “for a certain
period of time a person performs a service for and under the direction of another person in return for which he receives remuneration” ( Judgment of the Court, 1986, C-66/85, Deborah Lawrie-Blum v. Land Baden-Württemberg).

Importantly, this definition is structured around three main concepts: relationship of subordination, completion of an activity, and remuneration of the activity completed. While gig workers mostly perform activities that are remunerated with monetary payment, the question of subordination is less clear-cut. On the one hand, workers are assessed by clients through ratings and reviews and monitored by platforms for their acceptance rates and speed of service. This information may be used by the platform to decide to ban an “underperforming” gig worker from the platform at any moment and without explanation. On the contrary, gig workers enjoy the freedom of deciding whether, or not, to accept a gig request and remain—in most cases—autonomous with regard to what to charge and how they carry out the requested gig. Thus, depending on a number of factors (such as the use of ratings in ways that can be detrimental to the gig workers, or whether the price is set by the platform or freely agreed), the gig worker may be classified as an independent contractor or entitled to the legal rights and obligations of a traditional employee (De Stefano & Aloisi, 2018).

A related question that is less often posed in the context of the gig economy is how to classify someone as an independent contractor (Frenken et al., 2018). Importantly, the category of independent contractors is not simply a residual category for those who do not meet the classification criteria of an employee. The question to be answered is whether an independent contractor can exercise the same freedom as an independent business. One constraint imposed by many platforms is that gig workers can hold only one account and receive one assignment at a time, meaning that gig workers are technologically restricted from growing their business by reselling their assignments or hiring employees. The difficulty of classifying a gig worker as an employee or as an independent contractor creates a legal gray area. Here, workers find themselves to be economically dependent on the transacting platform, while not benefitting from the employee status. At the same time, they bear all the risks of being an independent contractor but do not enjoy the same economic freedom as regular businesses (De Moortel & Vanroelen, 2017).

The unclear status of a gig worker leads to a situation whereby it is ultimately up to national courts to decide whether a gig worker performing platform-mediated work is to be understood as an “employee” or “self-employed.” As De Stefano & Aloisi (2018, p. 53) point out in the case of food delivery workers, “a courier performing the same activity can be classified as a quasi-subordinate worker in Italy, as a self-employed worker in France, as an employee in Germany, as a “zero-hours” contract worker in the United Kingdom, or as an intermittent worker in Belgium.” Logically, the task of defining who is an independent contractor and who is an employee falls upon the judiciary, which has to apply existing laws to new cases. This may, however, not generate clarity per se, even within a single country, because the same court may reach almost opposite conclusions on different but related cases, as that of Deliveroo in the Netherlands exemplifies (Zekic, 2019). Originally, Deliveroo started out employing its riders but decided in
January 2018 not to renew its fixed-term labor contracts and to continue its operations with independent contractors as riders. One of the riders, with the support of the largest Dutch trade union federatie nederlandse vakbeweging (FNV), sued the platform, claiming that there was no fundamental change in the employment relationship between the two parties and that the collective labor agreement of the professional goods transport sector should continue to apply. The Subdistrict Court of Amsterdam ruled against the worker, while nevertheless recognizing the shortcomings of current employment law with regard to the gig economy and calling upon legislators to take action. The FNV union then asked the court to rule on Deliveroo’s practices as a whole, instead of the individual case. This time, the same Subdistrict Court of Amsterdam ruled in favor of FNV, forcing the company to abandon its model based on independent contractors. The case is still ongoing, as Deliveroo filed an appeal.

Given the regulatory complexity surrounding the classification of gig workers, most stakeholders agree that their work status should be clarified. In essence, this is a regulatory and thus political question, because the classification of gig work—possibly differentiated by sector—has direct consequences for wage setting, social security, and consumer welfare. Four different regulatory solutions have been proposed.

The first solution, mainly advocated by the unions, is to consider gig workers as employees, based on the control that a platform exercises over its gig workers (Aloisi, 2015; De Stefano, 2015). Existing law and regulations would simply continue to apply, and benefits accruing from employee status would ensure the social protection of gig workers. The obvious implication of such a pathway would be that most platforms could not continue to operate their current business models. Instead, they would have to assume the role of employers, requiring the introduction of fixed working hours and pay while workers wait for gigs. It would not imply, however, that the services offered through platforms would cease to exist. Most probably, such services would become more expensive, leading the gig economy—including the associated consumer surplus—to shrink in size.

The second way to deal with the legal uncertainty surrounding the classification of gig workers is to introduce a third category alongside employees and independent contractors (Healy et al., 2017; Prassl & Risak, 2017). The aim would be to grant gig workers access to a set of rights that they would not enjoy as an independent contractor. Importantly, though, such an expansion of the legal codex would run counter to the established legal practice of dealing with new phenomena within the scope of existing codices. Furthermore, some scholars argue that a new category of gig workers could result in increased labor-market segmentation and social inequality (Florisson & Mandl, 2018).

Intermediate categories already exist in some EU countries, notably, the “worker category” in the United Kingdom. A well-known case where the intermediate worker category has been extended in order to incorporate gig workers, is Uber BV v. Aslam in London. Two Uber drivers turned against the company, claiming that they were not independent contractors as maintained by Uber’s terms of service and should instead be reclassified as “workers” within the scope of the
existing labor law, making them eligible for minimum wage, sick leave and paid holiday provisions. As De Stefano and Aloisi (2018, p. 48) explain, the judgment to extend the worker category to Uber drivers showed that the court denied “the fact that the company exercises a mere enabling activity between two opposite groups of users.” In doing so, “the British court emphasizes that Uber does not provide the opportunity for individually negotiating the content of the obligation, while tasks are performed personally, with no possibility of being replaced temporarily.”

One country, France, took the initiative to create a new category in response to the rise of gig economy platforms, thereby extending French employment law to include gig workers (French Labour Law n.2016-1088), so as to bestow on gig workers a set of employee rights. These new provisions apply in all cases where the platform exercises a high degree of control over the worker, as defined by the law. When recognized as such, the gig worker is entitled to protection from work accidents and work-related disease and enjoys the right to unionization and collective action (Donini et al., 2017). Regarding other European countries, Risak and Dullinger (2018) mention the “employee-like person” in Austria and Germany, and the “para-subordinate” in Italy as examples of already existing intermediate categories that may be applied to certain gig workers in the future.

Creating a completely new category remains a politically risky endeavor, with the possibility of far-reaching and unintended consequences. If a third category is established, employees may lose rights if their employment status is downgraded to that category (Cherry & Aloisi, 2018). This may explain the reluctance of policymakers to adopt such an approach, especially in contexts where most flexible labor has the same legal status of an employee at a temp agency (as for example in Belgium and the Netherlands).

A third route is to reconceptualize the notion of employer altogether (Prassl, 2015). This approach means moving away from an inelastic definition of the employment relationship, where the following five conditions need to be met in order for a work relationship to qualify as an employer–employee relationship (Prassl & Risak, 2017): the inception and termination of the employment relationship, receiving labor and its fruits, providing work and pay, controlling all factors of production, and undertaking an enterprise with potential profit and loss. A “functional” conceptualization of the employer, instead, is one “in which the contractual identification of the employer is replaced by an emphasis on the exercise of each function—be it by a single entity (…) or in situations where different functions may be exercised from more than one locus of control” (Prassl & Risak, 2017, p. 281). Following this functional concept of the employer, the latter can be a single entity or combination of entities (e.g., a combination of the requester, the platform, and the gig workers). What matters is who plays a decisive role in the exercise of a particular employing function, and who can then be regulated as such according to prevailing employment law. Hence, a functional approach could be a way to deal with the complexities arising from trilateral work relationships inherent to gig work mediated by platforms.

The incorporation of gig workers into collective labor agreements constitutes a final way of ensuring some degree of gig worker protection. Several unions have
taken this up, as it reinforces their role as social partners and could increase their membership base (Donini et al., 2017; Johnston & Land-Kazlauskas, 2018; Lenaerts et al., 2018). The most telling example of this fourth approach towards gig worker classification comes from a country with wide union coverage and an institutionalized social dialogue: Denmark. In 2018, the service-sector union 3 F signed a collective agreement with the platform Hilfr, which is active in the care sector. Gig workers can decide to opt in to become an employee of the platform (enjoying a minimum wage, holiday pay, sick pay, and a contribution to their pension savings) once they have worked for Hilfr for 100 hours, or they can decide to opt out (Aloisi, 2019). However, collective wage bargaining by gig workers may meet resistance in competition law, given their status as independent contractors in most countries (Daskalova, 2018).

**Paid Versus Unpaid**

Most would agree that the gig economy concerns economic transactions only—thus dealing with paid assignments rather than unpaid assignments associated with voluntary work and hobby activities. There are many examples of platforms that mediate supply and demand of voluntary work and hobby activities (such as crowdsourcing platforms, open-source software platforms, Wikipedia, or websites of voluntary organizations). One could, however, argue that not all of these are voluntary or hobby activities, as some people work for platforms in the hope that they will be selected for future paid assignments, or that they will otherwise generate revenues, for example, through the publicity they have generated on a platform.

Users of online platforms also leave reviews and comments on a platform’s website, which could be regarded as voluntary work to the extent that these users add content with economic value, but without them receiving any financial compensation for it. Taking this argument to its extreme, one could regard any user of a platform as a provider of unpaid work, because any recorded activity on a platform can be used by the platform as information, most notably, for advertising purposes (Fuchs & Sevignani, 2013; Zuboff, 2019). This issue becomes particularly acute once platforms extract economic value from the data that platform workers generate without being compensated for it (Van Dijck et al., 2018). This, in turn, leads to the (to date) open political question of whether users ought to be financially compensated for the free “digital labor” they perform while active on online platforms (Savona, 2019).

A related issue concerns the uncertainty of payments. Working without remuneration is illegal in modern legal systems. Nevertheless, there are examples of workers completing assignments for an agreed price but without receiving the actual payment for it, because the requester is free to decide whether, or not, to pay once the assignment is completed. On MTurk, for example, the requester can deem the work submitted to be unsatisfactory and refuse payment, and there is no mechanism for gig workers to challenge this decision. Much more common are questions arising from remuneration below the minimum wage (if one exists),
facilitated by the status of independent contractors that platforms assign to gig workers. This practice, if left uncontrolled, could lead to a race-to-the-bottom of labor standards and salaries. This concern is particularly acute in economic downturns (when labor is in abundant supply) and for global platforms mediating online gig work (i.e., gigs that can be performed online), so that gig workers can be hired from around the world (International Labour Organization, 2018). In the absence of supranational regulation and global unions, such global digital marketplaces disempower labor, and may lead to lower wages and decreasing labor security and labor standards alike (Freeman, 2006; Olney, 2013).

The main requesters of online gig work are large firms in Western countries. Hence, a regulatory pathway that may be promising in these contexts is one in which requesters commit to “decent commissioning.” For example, IG Metall together with other unions set up a Code of Conduct in 2016, signed by eight internationally operating platforms, that includes a “fair payment” principle following the local wage standards of the requester. And in 2017, an Ombuds Office was established to enforce the Code of Conduct and resolve disputes between workers and signatory platforms (International Labour Organization, 2018).

The issue of low pay is especially pertinent for those who earn their full income in the gig economy. Schor et al. (2018) find that workers who use platforms only to supplement their income generally feel empowered and pick the best-paid gigs at convenient times, while workers who are dependent on platforms for their full income generally feel disempowered, having to accept low-paid gigs and less convenient working times. One way to counter low pay is to set a minimum tariff for independent contractors, as pioneered by the Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets in July 2019 (Authority for Consumers and Markets, 2019).

Service Versus Goods

Scholars generally differentiate the online labor platforms in the gig economy from capital platforms in the sharing economy, where individuals who rent out their own consumer goods such as cars and houses (Duggan et al., 2019; Farrell & Greig, 2016; Frenken & Schor, 2017). The distinction between services and goods is important, in that earnings in the gig economy are generally considered as income and taxed accordingly, while earnings in the sharing economy may not be taxed at all (such as occasional second-hand sales, carpooling, and car-sharing), or otherwise tend to fall under specific tax regimes (such as earnings from home rental). One particularly subtle example that illustrates the importance of differentiating between services and goods in the gig economy is the distinction made between ride-hailing (e.g., via Uber) and ride-sharing (e.g., via BlaBlaCar). While the former is generally regarded as work, and taxed accordingly as income, earnings from ride-sharing are generally considered to be an untaxed remuneration for the cost of fuel incurred by the car owner, who shares an otherwise under-utilized asset, that is, an empty seat (Frenken & Schor, 2017).

While the difference between labor platforms and capital platforms may be conceptually straightforward, the distinction is less clear-cut in practice. Most tasks
that gig workers provide still involve the use of assets required to render the service (such as a computer, car, bike, drilling machine, etc.). Conversely, consumers renting out their assets not only extract rents from this asset but also perform work by cleaning, maintaining, and inspecting the asset upon its return (or hiring labor to this end). Hence, both work and assets are involved as inputs in any service, even if one would intuitively make a distinction between gigs as completing a particular task and sharing as renting out a particular asset. Online platforms, then, can be situated on a continuum, ranging from the mediation of highly labor-intensive gig work (e.g., cleaning and tutoring) to highly asset-intensive sharing services (e.g., home-sharing and car-sharing), with some platforms situated in between (e.g., ride-hailing and home restaurants) (Frenken et al., 2019).

Following this reasoning, the key difference between labor platforms and capital platforms (viz. gig economy and sharing economy) is not related to whether assets are involved in providing a particular service, but rather to whether an asset is used by a supplier of a service (in the execution of a task) or by a consumer (who rents an asset for personal consumption). Prices in the gig economy are based on the willingness to pay for a particular service in the form of an ex ante defined task. By contrast, prices paid in the sharing economy are based on the willingness to pay for the asset being rented out, that is, the services that a consumer can extract from having temporary access to a particular asset as a consumer of that good.

Arguably, the main regulatory challenge relating to the question of sharing versus gig work is of a fiscal nature. Bringing earnings from performing gigs and from sharing assets under the same fiscal umbrella would resolve the classification issue. However, it does not resolve the bigger problem of collecting taxes from earnings in the first place (Oei & Ring, 2017; Thomas, 2017). While taxes from employees are relatively easy to collect, because employers can be obliged to disclose their wage payments to the tax office, tax collection from gig workers and sharing consumers is much more difficult. In situations where payments are made via online platforms, current privacy laws make it difficult to oblige platform operators to disclose transaction data, which is especially true if platforms are operated from abroad. And, if taxes can be imposed automatically on transactions made via platforms in the future, those who want to avoid paying taxes may look for alternative platforms that let clients pay gig workers directly.

Interestingly, while the main approach in the United States is to classify gig workers as self-employed and tax them as such, the issue is far less clear in Europe, because of the diversity of legal classifications of labor between countries. The European Commission has made clear that individuals who “carry out independently economic activity [...] through sharing economy platforms” fall within the scope of the Value Added Tax (VAT) directive (Council Directive 2006/112/EC) and qualify as taxable persons (European Commission, 2015). Whether a gig worker is classified as an employee or as an independent contractor defines whether they will be considered as a person subject to taxation (Pantazatou, 2018). The issue of independence is thus crucial, as it constitutes the defining element of an activity being subject to tax. If the platform is considered to be just an
intermediary, the gig worker is obliged to collect and pay VAT. If the platform is considered to be an employer, the platform is subject to the regulations of the VAT directive, while the gig worker has to pay regular income tax (Pantazatou, 2018).

Much of freelance work has always been informal, implying that workers did not necessarily declare their income at the tax office. With the rise of online platforms, though, the amount of income that remains undeclared may increase substantially. For this reason, Thomas (2017) suggests simplifying tax collection. For example, platform companies could withhold the taxes for their gig workers, but without being classified as employers. As a further simplification, Thomas (2017) suggests a “standard business deduction” for gig workers, which would take away the administrative burden they now face when keeping records and filling in tax forms. Such an approach would also make it possible to introduce different tax rates for gig workers on the one hand and assets sharers on the other. For example, income from gig work is exempted from tax in Belgium up until 6,000 Euro per year, but income from home-sharing is not (Frenken et al., 2019). This differentiation can be justified for redistributive purposes, assuming that those who own expensive assets, such as houses, planes and boats, are high earners.

Summary and Conclusions

The hiring of workers for single discrete tasks, where the requester and worker are matched via an online platform, is an emerging form of labor transaction—often called the gig economy. Supporters argue that the gig economy meets the wishes of both requesters and workers for more flexible work relationships, while skeptics worry about low pay and limited social security of gig workers. Although the gig economy is receiving widespread attention, consensus on a concept of the gig economy is remarkably limited. Thinking of the gig economy simply as “digital labor markets” sidesteps a more elaborate explication of what gig economy actually is, which, in turn, complicates empirical assessments of gig work.

In answer to these conceptual and empirical problems, we have proposed a conceptualization of the gig economy along four dimensions, namely, (i) online platform versus offline intermediation, (ii) independent contractor versus employee status, (iii) paid versus unpaid work, and (iv) service provision versus goods. Taking the lowest common denominator of these four dimensions, one could then define the gig economy, in a narrow sense, as ex ante specified, paid tasks carried out by independent contractors mediated by online platforms. Importantly, our analytical framework also makes it possible to take a broader perspective by including offline intermediation, employees performing gigs, unpaid activities, and the sharing of goods in the concept of the gig economy.

Furthermore, each of the four dimensions of our analytical framework points to one fundamental issue regarding regulatory classification, namely, (i) how a gig platform should be classified, (ii) how a gig worker should be classified, (iii) how to deal with unpaid and unpaid gigs, and (iv) how to deal with rental services based on personal assets. In sum, the four-dimensional framework helps us to understand not only the various facets of the gig economy but also the corresponding regulatory challenges.
As well as offering an analytical framework for understanding the conceptual and regulatory debates surrounding the gig economy, our framework can also serve as a basis for future research. It could, for example, be applied to understand the differences in regulatory responses across countries (Thelen, 2018; Uzunca et al., 2018). Online platforms lend themselves well to comparative research designs, as many platforms are active in multiple countries. Similarly, our framework can also be used to study differences in regulatory responses across sectors. Indeed, as the exact functions and operations of platforms differ across sectors, regulatory debates and actions may unfold differently between these sectors (Frenken et al., 2019).

Additionally, the framework can be used to understand the combined effects of regulatory options along each of the four dimensions. For example, classifying a platform as an employer would imply classification of the gig worker as an employee, which, in turn, would solve the problem of low pay and foregone tax. Classifying a platform as an electronic service, by contrast, would mean classifying the gig worker as an independent contractor, which would not solve the problem of underpayment unless collective bargaining or minimum tariffs were allowed under current competition law. Classifying online labor platforms as temp agencies would possibly resolve the classification issue for platforms and workers as well. The existing regulatory regime for temp agencies—which still may vary across countries—could then be transposed to platforms (possibly with some adaptations). Platforms would then follow the collective wage agreement with temp agencies and facilitate tax collection by governments, and it would also differentiate gig platforms from asset sharing platforms. However, temp agencies have to comply with regulations that are currently incompatible with the independent contractor model of most online labor platforms, where the workers decide themselves when to work and how to perform a job. Hence, a reclassification of online labor platforms as temp agencies would also require a redesign of the platforms’ matching algorithms and associated business models.

Clearly, political choices along each of the four dimensions of the gig economy will have important implications for its future evolution and the ways in which platforms can be deployed to mediate online labor markets. If gig workers become classified as employees and platforms as their employers, adjustments in the platforms’ business models will follow, probably raising prices for customers. However, if regulation is more accommodating—so that gig workers keep their status as independent contractors while platforms are considered to be e-commerce entities—the gig economy will most likely continue to grow. Between these two extremes, one can think of applying a functional definition of the employer to be more flexible so to the grounds on which employer status can be assigned (Prassl, 2015). Alternatively, ad hoc sectoral regulations or collective agreements can be established, depending on a specific assessment of labor conditions, consumer interests, or other relevant public values (Helberger et al., 2018).

Regulation of gig platforms may thus evolve in different directions depending on the national or sectoral contexts (Frenken et al., 2019)—a case-by-case approach that has also been advocated by the European Commission (2016). The resulting proliferation of regulatory regimes provides an opportunity to learn across contexts from the variety of regulatory solutions adopted and their economic and social effects.
At the same time, the increasing regulatory complexity faced by gig workers, clients, and platforms alike may frustrate the realization of potential benefits provided by online platforms, and it may also make it harder to agree on social security reforms that would protect independent contractors in a more comprehensive manner, regardless of whether they work via online platforms. In summary, our aim has been to unravel this regulatory complexity along four dimensions, thus providing a multidimensional framework to assess regulatory reforms to come.
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